Bookmark your favorite tools by clicking on the star icon ☆

Click on Our tools tab or on See all tools to explore our various practical & specialist tools, including practical insights by topic, NY convention tool, treaties and more.

Click on Find profiles to access data driven profiles of arbitrators, expert witnesses and counsels.

Click on Explore relationships to uncover potential conflicts of interest between persons, law firms, institutes, states and commercial parties.

Click on See all awards to search our rich set of commercial and investment awards.

Stay up to date
- Arbitration Blog
- Mediation Blog
- ITA Report

Quick start card
Click on the icon to expand the filter menu. Use filters to eliminate the number of results (e.g., use the combination of publication type - books and Author's name to receive results of books written by that author). Click on apply filters followed by the search button to initiate your search query.

Typing a word in the search bar will open up a word wheel with suggestions you can select from. Note the Books and Practical Insights sections provide suggestions relevant to the search query.

A guide to Boolean operators is provided on the right, to get more targeted results.